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The European Dictatorships Stalin Mussolini
Websites multiply, with their seemingly objective lists and their highly dubious counts: Mao 45 to 75 million deaths, Stalin 40 to 62 million ... 15 Benito Mussolini was Europe’s first totalitarian ...
Mussolini and the Eclipse of Italian Fascism: From Dictatorship to Populism
The Power of Past Greatness: Urban Renewal of Historic Centers in European ... during Mussolini’s rule, and yet not all that much building. Bodenschatz writes, “For the Fascist dictatorship ...
Preserving History Under Dictators
What separates autocrats from outright dictators? Two books consider the path to power, from Erdoğan’s rise in Turkey to strongmen leaders around the world Portraits of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk ...
When democratic spin conceals a descent into dictatorship
Rachele Mussolini Rachele Mussolini was the second wife of the Italian fascist dictator, Benito Mussolini ... often importing clothes from Europe and dying her hair blonde.
Meet the wives of infamous dictators
As Russian President Vladimir Putin’s aggression continues in Ukraine and his regime tightens the screws on the opposition at home, the claim that Russia is returning to Stalinism is found in the ...
Is Russia headed for a return to Stalinism?
The dictatorship ... for Stalin’s abilities: his energy, his positiveness, his shrewdness, his adamantine adherence to his Marxism, with all appreciation of his cardinal importance in Europe ...
The New Republic
Mussolini, and their then-partner Stalin held control over nearly the entirety of continental Europe. Historians will debate until the end of human memory the role that 1919's peacemaking played ...
After the War
During the 1930s, there were many apologists for Josef Stalin’s brutalities ... Another political innovator, Benito Mussolini, called his regime “ennobled democracy,” and as the American ...
Fidel Castro and Dead Utopianism
The Cannes Film Festival is the latest cultural institution or event to disgracefully provide a public stage for Ukrainian president Volodymyr Zelensky to promote the US-NATO war against Russia.
Cannes Film Festival promotes US-NATO war against Russia
Prior to Italy’s invasion of Albania Alfredo Cecchetti shot actuality-type footage of Mussolini, addressing frenetic throngs at Rome’s Piazza Venezia, as the strutting, bombastic dictator ...
Serving Two Masters: Mussolini’s Moviemaker and His Red Reels of Albanian Agitprop
German and Soviet soldiers fraternizing in Brest, where both armies met and even paraded together during the invasion of Poland in September 1939 (Photo colorized by Mirek Szponar). The Soviet ...
The ‘liberation’ of Poland by the USSR: an overview of the Soviet crimes and looting
Of course, in the Nazi idea of the New Reich you might almost say that there has appeared a romantic conception of the possibility of a Utopian order, which outdoes anything certainly in the main ...
European Journal of Sociology / Archives Européennes de Sociologie
The liberal world order is taking a beating these days, and not just at the hands of Donald Trump, Vladimir Putin and Xi Jinping. In recent months a bevy of American political scientists from the ...
The world America made — and Trump wants to unmake
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Count Ciano, the Italian foreign minister, and Mussolini’s son-in-law ... Michael got caught between Hitler’s Germany and Stalin’s Russia. In his life was reflected some of the turbulence ...
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